[Corrigendum] Correlation between the expression of IL‑18 and deep venous thrombosis.
In the above paper, the authors realize that an error inadvertently appeared in the funding section on p. 895. Where "This study was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China Science Fund Project (grant no. 30960389 and 8176010097)" was written, the application number 8176010097 was featured incorrectly: This should have been written as grant no. 81760030. Therefore, this sentence in the funding section should have read as follows: "This study was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China Science Fund Project (grant nos. 30960389 and 81760030)". The authors regret this error was not noticed prior to the publication, and apologize to their funding body and to the readership of the Journal for any inconvenience caused. [the original article was published in International Journal of Molecular Medicine 42:883-896, 2018; DOI: 10.3892/ijmm.2018.3682].